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Appendix I
1. We believe in the UNITY of YaHWaH Elahin in the strictest degree as our ancient forefathers
understood and worshipped before the advent and editing by post-biblical religious authorities
2. We believe in the Shema as stated in Deuteronomy 6:4, “Shema Yisrael YaHWaH Elahenu
YaHWaH Echad.......Hear oh Yisrael, Yahwah our Almighty, Yahweh is One”!!!
A. YHWH is the Family name of the Divine Elahin(Elohim/Mighty Ones) and is the Spiritual
Invocation of Elah (Allah in Arabic) the Eternal Abba(Father) who is the Divine Lord and
Saviour and Elowah aka Chockimah(Wisdom), the Sacred Divine name of the Ruwach
Qodesh(The Holy Spirit or Spirit of Holiness),our Eternal Ema(Mother), who is the giver of Life,
co-helpmeet alongside Binah, of Elah.
B. Just as Adam and Chawwah(Eve) joined themselves in flesh and became ONE(Echad) so
YaHWaH Elohim our Abba and Ema are ONE(Echad) in Spirit according to D’barim(Duet) 6:4
and Proverbs Chapter 3:19 and chapter 8; Wisdom of Solomon chapter 10 and chapter 7:1-12,
Enoch and 4th Ezra. They alone are our Adonai(Hebrew for Lords)!!
C. We Give honor and praise to Chockimah(the Ruwah HaQodesh, Holy Spirit), the Mother of
all Creation, who has birth and brought us forth in the Image and likeness of Elah and who
places her Spirit within the Sons and daughters of Adam and gives of her Light to lead us, guide
us and protect us in all the Way of the Sacred Torah of Elah. Chockimah is the True literal name
of Elowah the Ruwah HaQodesh. She is the key to connecting us to the mind of Elah & making
us complete Jews & righteous gentiles- Mishle 1:20-23; 3:13-18; 1st Enoch 42:1-3; Wisdom of
Solomon 7:1-12, 22; chapter 10; 4th Ezra 14:56; Ahiqar II col 7:95; Dead Sea Scroll, Charter for
a Jewish Sectarian Association col 4:2-8.
3.We believe with perfect faith that YaHWaH is the principle invocation of the Eternal Elahin
who is to be worshiped, revered and given adoration. YaHWaH Elahin “only” is the foundation
to the Salvation of mankind and whosoever calls upon that name shall be saved(YeshiYah-Isaiah
44:6; 45:5-6,15,21; 46:9; Yah’ayl/Joel 2:32).
A. Many other Near Eastern cultures that are closely related to the people of Ancient Israel,
worship the Eternal Creator today in their own understanding, language, and cultural heritage.
Although it may appear sometimes to be many gods (which is true in some cases & are thus
violations of Torah), in order to deceive the layman and create destructive division, modern
colonial religion has mis-interpreted Near Eastern Cultures and have taught falsehoods and
prejudice in the name of Religion, which has led to the spirit of hatred, destruction and divisions
which currently plague mankind.
B. As Sons and Daughters of Light, we must not persecute or condemn nor make second class
any other cultures or ethnic groups that worship or has an understanding of expression that
differs or is distinct from our understanding and Ways. We must excel to higher levels and
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understand that each culture, as it is in harmony with the true original Edenic Laws of Yahwah,
contributes to the sincere, pure diversity of the True Kingdom Civilization here on earth in honor
of the Holy Kingdom of Heaven, in their original states of holiness and truth, when they separate
themselves from violence, hatred, sacrificing and the murder of both human and animals,
ecological and Earthly desecration, discrimination, and all unnatural practices out of harmony
with the Universal Edenic Laws, and that only satan(Sammael), through mutated unnatural
lifestyles and works of darkness, has deceived humanity from uniting and expressing their
diversity of the Worship of the Eternal Creator and the respect of Elahin(mighty ones), thereby
alienating us a human race from our natural functions capable of building and uniting to glorify
the Kingdom of Heaven on Earth aka Edenic Civilization..... Mikah chapter 4:3-7.
C. Our role as Torah Mizrahi Jews/Israelites and ingrafted righteous gentiles(Ger Tzadik) is to
help & guide struggling cultures to renew themselves to become pure and holistic within their
own culture and setting and become an example to the world of righteousness and Holiness(i.e.
holistic) according to the Universal Edenic Principles(Torah) of Yahwah as established through
the Edenic Law. Then and only then can our Temples and homes be a House of Prayer and
communication with Yahwah for ALL PEOPLES.
4. We Believe in the Existence fallen Malakim( angels/ Watchers), whose objective is to cause
all the sons and daughters of light to stumble. We believe in two separate Rebellions in heaven of
the Sons of Yahwah Elah and Chockmah. The First rebellion lead by Sammael(twin brother of
Michael the Chief and firstborn Son/Angel of heaven) in contempt for the Adamic family and the
2nd Rebellion led by YAH(aka Enki, EA, Bahemoth, Belzebub) and Enlil(aka Ellu, EL his half
brother) by violating the Edenic Natural Laws through sexual union with the Daughters of
Adam(Enoch, Bereshit, Life of Adam and Eve, Dead Sea Scrolls).
A. We believe that through these two rebellions, a hybrid race of people were created through
sexual union, called the Annunaki, Nephilim, or fallen Ones. That through this hybrid race, the
earth has been brought unto destruction, discord, war, disease, pestilence, and every other
abominable act in violation of Edenic & Torah Law
B. That through the fallen ones, as they execute the will of the Fallen Angels, human-kind has
learned knowledge, habits, and lifestyles that have caused the Sons and daughters of Adam and
pre-Adam to stumble and become fallen. This knowledge includes but is not limited to Warfare,
the spirit of hatred of one another,destruction of the ecological system, poisonous and dangerous
unnatural medical knowledge, sciences that deny the Eternal Yahwah Elah, the complete
alienation of the Adamic family from Yahwah's natural environment on earth, all forms of
sacrifices, meat-eating and blood spilling, destructive dietary habits, unnatural and corrupted
sexual knowledge such as homosexuality, #LGBTQ, monogamy and every destructive element
and practice that violates the original Edenic & Torah Covenants…
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These have led to the Law and Covenant of death manifesting throughout the Earth, leading all
towards the total destruction of humanity(disease, pestilence, cancers, sickness, famines,
pollutions etc)….
C. These Destructive elements have been interwoven with the Modern re-created scriptures and
bible versions that are distributed throughout western cultures and are based upon ancients
scribes who fell from The Way and intermixed the Truth with the Lie, especially of the
Masoretic Texts and Biblia Hebraica, including the attempt to associate Yahwah our Elahin with
being Enki(YAH) and Enlil(EL), through accepting tainted teachings of the Canaanites and
Babylonians.(Jeremiah 8:5-9; example Jeremiah 7:21-26; Yeshiyah 1:9-20; 66:1-4; Sibylline
Oracles 8: 375-410). The Proper name YAH is an abominable name of a fallen rebellious Angel
and We reject any form of expression or worship that is associated with that Name or any other
name of any Fallen Angel or known Demon.
5. We understand that there is a distinctive difference between the unchangeable Torah of
Yahwah Elahin and the civil, cultural, governmental, agricultural, spiritual, and nationalistic
laws, statutes, and judgments give unto our forefathers by our Rabi Moshe ben Lahawi and
successive Priests, prophets, and Elders of Yisrael. Unlike Western gentile religious views, we
do not accept the false beliefs that the books written by our forefathers are to be regarded as the
very infallible Word of God, but as a record of our peoples history, culture, laws, ideologies and
sacred ways as they experience and understood Yahwah Elahin throughout the 6000 evolutionary
years of our cultural lifespan.
A. We also understand that not all of our forefathers saw eye to eye in regards to different
aspects of our culture and way of life and that our records contain diverse spiritual, political,
cultural & halachic perspectives expressed by different prophets, priests, scribes, and elders who
represented different political, spiritual and cultural movements(such as the Netzarim-Essenes,
Hasidim, Pharisees, and Sadducees). We do not hold these to be contradictory writings, but as
diversity, as any other culture or civilization with political and social views, factions and
struggles. Regardless of the varying opinions, perspectives, and ideologies that may differ, they
all together make up an extensive record of our blessed and sacred history and struggles as a
people in which our forefathers recorded and passed down unto us.
B. It is our responsibility as a people & individuals to seek Elah’s Anointed Leaders & to
diligently study all of the scriptures & discern as to what is right and wrong, and what is
beneficial for our cultural, spiritual and intellectual growth & development as we are guided by
Edenic Torah, the Ruwah HaQodesh & Halachic directives of the Kohanim & appointed Rabbis
& Jewish leaders & Elders raised up amongst us.

6. The Supreme Laws of Yahwah Elahin are specifically known unto us as Edenic Torah, which
are the Laws of Nature given unto Adam in the Garden of Eden. Yahwah Elah is the Creator of
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the Laws of Nature, therefore Natural Law is Yahwah Elahs supreme Divine Law above any
other laws within the Earth. The First and unchangeable Law which governs and dictates all
other laws of man, science, medical knowledge, physiological law, religion, societies, culture,
governments, spiritual paths, and human behaviors(sexually, mentally, intellectually, socially,
biologically etc).
A. Any Law or teachings of man, in any books or writings, viewed as sacred or secular, that
contradicts Edenic Law & the Torah Covenant is considered to be erroneous, false, unnatural,
and laws/ideas that lead unto death. Such teachings, laws and behaviors are judged by their
nature, as to whether they are constructive & upbuilding or destructive in nature.
B. Mankind are not obligated to observe any laws created or instituted by man that does not
uphold the original Laws of Yahwah Elah according to Edenic Law(Garden of Eden). All of
mankind, regardless of religion, culture, race, creed, or class are obligated to uphold, observe and
live within the structure of Edenic Law as it pertains to their unique culture, religion,
physiological design, diet and environment.
7. We believe that the Writings and traditions of the Ancient Essenes commonly called today as
Psuedo-Pigrapha, Apocrapha , Ya’akob(James), the Dead Sea Scrolls writings, and the Oral
Torah traditions, as documented in the Ethiopian Jewish Bible & Dead Sea Scrolls Bible are the
true and accurate halachic recording of our ancient forefathers, in addition, to include the
Masoretic Pharisaical Torah commonly called the Tenakh, are authoritative for the basis of
study, doctrine, history and the implementation of Kingdom & community government laws,
rules, codes and instruction/ guidance for the daily cultural and spiritual lifestyle of the Mizrahi
Jew, as they illuminate and line up with the Edenic Torah Covenant Laws of Yahwah and the
Cultural Torah Traditions which brings freedom(Ya’akov 1:25).
A. We recognize the pre-Christian Enochic/Netzarim-Essene movement as the original prophetic
Israelite priestly Path and are True Ethnic Jews/ISRAELITES of the 1st century. We also
understand that the New Testament may not be pure in its current form, but contains many
elements of truth as inherited from the Ancient Essene Jewish culture, and is to be cautiously
profitable for study and understanding the various Netzarim-Essene subgroups and their thought
patterns, and spiritual/intellectual understandings within the Greko-Roman civilization. Their
literature is just as much important from the 1st century as ours is within in the 21st century
under the Euro-gentile civilization. For as we sought them in times past, so will generations after
us seek our writings and understandings based on modern times in times future..We are not
messianic however..Selah
B. With respect to ones personal faith in any Ancient Sage, Prophet, wisdom teacher, Messiah or
Hebrew Priest, we remain neutral in the matter. We will not engage in theological doctrinal
differences as man-made religion has established to be accepted as if a fraternity. We are here to
be a Light and a guide to all people who seek our services and community fellowship. How one
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chooses to believe and express their faith in the Eternal Yahwah is a matter of personal
relationship and experience that is unique to each individuals personal testimony. We respect all
of the Righteous prophets, messiahs and priests of Israel who taught truth in accordance to the
Edenic & Torah Covenant and give them honor according to the honor allotted to Yahwah’s
anointed leaders. What we seek is the Righteousness that manifests in ones life according to the
Torah and Spirit of Yahwah Elah as one adheres to the anointed Leader(s) who are able to rightly
guide them in the Truth through Works and faith. All must learn to respect each others
differences in theology and learn to work together for the purpose of righteous Works.
C. In our Hebrew culture, we believe that the Mizrahi Jew- Israelite, led by the Yahwahs
anointed prophetic Levitical Priesthood, and the Rabi-Kohan as Messiah, having been 1st to
recognize YHWH's Eternal Covenant, has received a special revelation of his will with the
mission of being his chosen Priest among the nations to lead them in truth and Universal
Harmony with the Edenic Law and through her we shall find union with the Eternal Elahin in
Heaven...
9.We believe that the nation of Yisrael, as we come together in Unity under the governance of
Yahwahs ordained Kingdom priesthood, is able to manifest the power of the body of anointedones (Mashiakh) spoken by YeshiYahw and are the sons and daughters of YHWH, along with
righteous gentiles who are ingrafted via adoptionism. Our purpose and teachings are inspired to
turn the nations to YaHWaH through repentance and bringing them to Torah-like observance
through example. Both Hebrew and those ingrafted goyim(gentiles/Nations) are all Sons and
Daughters of YHWH Elah in the Edenic & Torah covenant

10. We believe in the Prophetic renewal, connection, and infilling of the Ruwach HaQodesh that
leads to the spiritual resurrection of the Sons and Daughters of Yahwah & true Torah
Observance and holistic lifestyle change(Numbers 11:29:Yo’el[Joel] 2:28,29; Ezekial 18:31;
36:26-27; 37:14; 39:29; ).
A. It is only through the Ruwah HaQodesh that one is able to be connected to the Mind of Elah
to understand his Way and Will and find life and sacred renewal. The Ruwah HaQodesh only
makes us Complete Jews & human beings. Without her, We are Incomplete in all of our
humanity.
B. Yahwah takes the Holy Spirit that is upon his anointed leader(s) and places it upon those who
have faithfully submitted to Yahwahs anointed leadership in Torah obedience. It is through this
pattern that individuals are able to tap into the Ruwah Qodesh. Therefore is it mandatory that a
Holistic Saint recognize and follow after the Leadership that Elah has appointed for his/her life.
This is how one becomes equipped and empowered to be a Kingdom disciple, builder and
helper(Number 11:25-29).
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11. We believe in the communion and fellowship of all nations and cultures that Practice Edenic
Truth in Righteousness and universal principles according to Edenic Law and faith .
12.We Believe in Equipping the Total person-hood (soul-spirit, body) with the Torah of
YaHWaH to establish the Civilization of YHWH according to Israelite Torah Covenant
Community.
13.We Believe with perfect faith that the Creator YHWH Elahin has given the authority and
power to the Edenic Law(aka mother nature) to sustain us, Teach us and nurture us in all things
pertaining to the basic necessities of life. She(Mother earth) also is ordained to reward those that
keep the teachings and principles of Edenic Torah, aka Higher Torah, and punishes those who
transgress them(i.e sickness, disease, natural disasters, viruses, bacteria etc...), yet because of
love, grace, and mercy Yahwah raises up Anointed prophetic Leaders in each generation to warn
and convict transgressors so that they might turn to the Edenic Law and repent of their iniquities
against her, thereby mending their ways and relationship with the Eternal Elahin(Abba and Ema)
and receiving the blessing of the fruit of the Earth.
14 .We Believe in the biblical prophecies of the coming of Two Messiahs and one prophetic
Messiah( the Eternal Levitical Messiah- the Priest/Kohan and The Administrative kingdom
Gabbi from either the Tribes of Yahudah or Joseph and the Prophetic Shaphat.. That under the
power and rule of the Messiah Priest and the prophetic priesthood, Elah shall establish his
Theocratic Civilization Rule upon the earth which shall go forth from the Land of Eden, the
place of our ethnic origins. (Testament of the 12 Patriarchs and Dead Sea Scrolls, Zacharia).
A. That in strict accordance to Torah Law, All matters of disputes, pleas, strife, mediation,
lawsuits, legislative decisions, Torah amendments and authoritative interpretation and
administration of all aspects of Hebrew law be vested in the office of the Kohan(Priest),
priesthood and the Shaphat. No other leadership role shall be recognized or authorized to make
legal decision or handle disputes within the gates of any Israelite community, temple, synagogue,
organization or ministry, unless specifically appointed and ordained by the Rabi-Kohan and the
Priesthood..
B. That the priesthood is the supreme ministry office of Judaism & Hebrew Civilization and shall
be responsible for appointing the Shaphatim(Judges), Rabbinim(Torah Law Ministry specialists),
Kingdom Gabbi’s, Jewish Pastors and any other offices or ministries to effectively lead and
govern the Edenic Civilization according to the Torah of Moshe..(Debarim 17:8-13)
15.We believe with perfect faith that there will be a resurrection of the Spiritually dead at a time
when it will please YaHWaH. Those who die physically will receive their reward based on the
Judgment issued to them in this life time by the Edenic Law.... some to everlasting life and
reward and some to punishment and utter destruction.....There is no Judgment after Death for
Judgment is Now in this Life according to Our Righteous Works or Wickedness as we
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follow the Anti-Yahwah System that violate the principles of Nature.
16. We reject and condemn “all” forms of Sacrifice, testifying that such is the door to a fallen
soul inhibited by the Spirit of Error, and that meat eating is "Murder" and a transgression of the
TORAH COVENANT, thereby invoking the Spirit of Evil and is the leading cause of all forms
of sickness, violence and lawlessness among humankind and is not the True Way of YHWH’s
will for mankind and can reduce all who partake of such to cannibals and Son/Daughters of
Darkness. Yahwah never spoke to the children of Yisrael in matters of sacrifice or meat eating.
The false pen of the scribes has worked falsehood(Jeremiah chapter 7 and 8; Isaiah 66:3).
A. However we do show compassion and understanding that it takes time to grow into the
Genesis Edenic and original diet and Yahwah is gracious and merciful to those who truly seek
his Way !!! We believe in Vegetarianism, The True Edenic Diet for all humanity as ordained by
YHWH!!
B. We accept the Aquarian diet as a secondary diet for fallen man as they seek to restore
themselves back to the Edenic Covenant and transition to the Holy Edenic/Genesis Diet.
17. We hold all things in Common and believe in living a Communal Holistic Lifestyle of
Modesty according to the Mizrahi(Eastern) Hebrew culture and Torah Covenant. We reject all
destructive gentile living that contradicts Torah & Jewish Law, including the cultural, social,
economical, educational and spiritual ways of the gentiles, and deem such practices as
inappropriate for THE ISRAELITE TORAH COVENANT COMMUNITY.
18. We believe in the Mizrahi-Ethiopian Jewish Patriarchal type lifestyle and family-hood and
deem any family practices, Union or Marriage customs according to the Western Way of Life as
inappropriate for Mizrahi Jews.
A. Marriages performed with the issuing of a gentile State or Government Marriage License is
deemed as a gross distortion of Nissuin and Erushin(M’qadesh) and an insult of Mizrahi Jewish
Culture and is deemed a Transgression of Yahwahs sacred Covenants. Mizrahi Jewish Covenant
marriages are legitimized through Legal Ketubahs which are granted through a Beth Din,
recognized ordained Kohan and/or Rabbi.
B. Western and gentile Education as the primary form of Education for Mizrahi Jewish children
is inappropriate and detrimental to the natural mental, spiritual, cultural and intellectual
development of Mizrahi Jews...
19. We believe in using the ordained divine method of healing that Yahwah gave unto Adam,
Enoch and Noah, according to the principles of Eden. Natural Edenic Medicine shall constitute
our religious, spiritual, cultural and sacred divine unalienable right that no government, law,
statute, judgment, court or injunction of any man, nation or state shall impair.
A. We reject all forms of poisonous pharmaceutical medicines and will not partake of such
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practices of allopathic science in regards to any form of sickness or disease, which are the ways
of the gentiles. Only in cases of emergencies, surgery or life threatening situations will we accept
any form of chemically altered substances.
B. We accept Ayurvedic Medical Science, aka Eastern Medicine, as the official Medical Science
of Ancient Hebrews which is accredited to being officially established by Abraham our
Father(Brahm in Sanscrit), in which we shall partake of, study, adhere to, and follow after as our
method of healing, primary care and holistic ways for the Edenic Civilization(Book of Jubilees).
Talmudic & Traditional Chinese Medicine is also the foundation of our Sacred Healthcare
practices. All of our Healthcare beliefs & practices are herein referred to as Integrative &
Pastoral Medicine, Jewish Medicine or Integrative Family Life Care®.
C. Integrative Family Life® care shall consist of evidence based & faith based science & clinical
application of therapeutic naturally occurring substances associated with what is commonly
considered Integrative Medicines(i.e. Naturopathic, Spagyric Homeopathic, Biological,
Orthomolecular/Nutrition, Traditional Chinese & Oriental Medicine & Conventional scientific
diagnostics methods) for the provision of Primary Care & Family Oriented Healthcare in the
Hebrew Communities & diaspora & for humanitarian medicine for all peoples of the earth.

Guiding Principles for “Israelite Torah Covenant Community “
Appendix II
ITCC and its foundations
I. NATURE OF ITCC
Mizrahi Netzarim Culture is the Scriptural/historical/spiritual &amp; Religious experience of the
Hebrew people. As an unbroken chain of living tradition, it links all the generations of Yisrael,
giving them aim and direction.....The message of the Mizrahi Netzarim is “Universal”, aiming at
the perfection of all mankind under the sovereignty of YHWH through the Edenic Law...
II. Israelite Torah Covenant Community
The primary object of ITCC is to protect and promote the integrity of the "True" Principles and
Torah of our Creator(YHWH) and educate people and communities on how to become sovereign
and more dependent on the Earthly Mother, who can properly nurture them with air, life, food,
water, heat, health and stability, thereby becoming their friend and Saviour instead of their foe
and destroyer, and less dependant on Eurogentile commercial plunder and conquest. This
purpose being so that oppressed and enslaved peoples can break away from the tyranny,
destruction and life-sucking economical and family disasters of a capitalists imperialistic society
developed according
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to the wicked rulerships of the Elite of the World that have alienated all from their natural ability
to function as human beings. Peoples must learn to become more dependent on Essential
principles of life and less dependent on the above economical traps that weaken their abilities to
function as natural human beings.

III. YHWH (Eternal Creator)
The heart of the Israelite Torah Covenant Community is its doctrine of Universal family-hood.
Affirming that in the living Eternal Creator(YHWH) all existence has its creative source and
unity, and all mankind its inspiring ideal and pattern of conduct.

IV. MAN (Adam)
Israelite Torah Covenant Community regards All Humanity, both Adamhic and Non Adamhic,
as created to walk in the image of Elohim and are endowed with moral freedom and
responsibility, and that the purpose, Image and lineage of Adam is to restore the truth of
Yahwahs Way in its fullness through the Israelite Community. This is the pattern that Yahwah
has designed for all gentiles and Nations to adopt

V. IMMORTALITY
The divine in Humanity is the “spirit-soul”. As the source of our life YHWH is the ground of our
immortality. Union with Elahin bridges for us the chasm of death
VI. Israelite Torah Covenant Communtiy is the Culture and Community of TORAH;
With its message of revealed instruction and teaching. Torah for the ITCC represents Yahwahs
Edenic Law and Covenant that governs all humankind, animals, and Natural Phenomena. The
History, Wisdom and traditions in the Psuedo-Pigrapha, apocrapha, Dead Sea Scrolls are “the
Progressive Word of Ancient Israelite as they experienced the Shekinah
YHWH”(Esoteric=reality) and the whole body of progressive Spiritual/Cultural values. It
preserves the historical norms, precedents and sanctions of True Hebrew behavior and seeks to
guide and to mold Hebrew life In the pattern of Holiness and of good-ness. The Tenakh
represents the History, Wisdom and revelations of Edomites about Israelites(Exoteric) as they
saw Yahwah in their own eyes....., However for one to truly understand the true spirit of the
Torah and its revelation, one must seek the Edenic Law and her messengers and the RuachQodesh of YHWH(Heavenly Mother) and her messengers which is the essence of Hebrewness,
all humanity and the Israelite Torah Covenant Community with power behind YHWH’s Torah.
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VII. Torah is the Soul of which Humanity is the body;
The Torah, as the sustaining Principle of all life, in all its beautiful form represents the soul and
Spirit of the Universe. Humanity is the body in which these principles are executed to balance
and harmonize the Universal Principles of Yahwah. Through this process, Covenant between
Nature and humankind is made and is Essential for the survival of all in the pure purpose and
plan of Yahwah. Violation on the Principles of Yahwah renders the human race as dead and
ineffectual in balancing and bringing harmony to the Universe. Yahwah is the Creator of the
Living and not the Dead, and all who are truly living must function according to the Torah within
them....Either the Torah of Life or the Torot(plural) of Death... The Torah of Yahwah is alive!!!!
It gives Life and Brings Life and in living you LIVE!!!!

Ethical Torah Covenant Community
I.-ITCC emphasizes the sanctity and worth of human personality and the right of the individual
to life, freedom of conscience and to the pursuit of his calling and vocation within the moral
sphere within his/her culture of choice. Justice and Justness to all, irrespective of cultural, ethnic,
racial, sectarian or class difference, represents the unalienable right and the in-escapable
obligation of all
II. ITCC seeks to advance the perfection of humanity by applying the Prophetic principles for
Torah, Justness, Love, and brotherhood to social as well as personal relationships, to social
order, to industry and commerce and to international affairs. It aims at the total elimination of
misery and suffering, of poverty and degradation, of tyranny and slavery, of prejudices, ill-will
and war-fare and economical disadvantages within the inner-cities and Euro-gentile created
Global/International ghettos. Furthermore ITCC is opposed to all warfare and violence and that
such a participation or affiliation with militaries or organizations that are involved in such is
condemned and deemed a conflict of interest FOR THE SONS OF RIGHTEOUSNESS
III. The vitality of Israelite Torah Covenant Community depends on the preservation of:the
Universal Torah observance, of the Ruwach- Qodesh of YHWH in ones life, the Spiritual
Cultural Enochian 364 Solar year, the Shabbat and the Holy-days, upon the education of the
Mizrahi Hebrew peoples and upon the upbuilding of the family home by the hollowing power of
Cultural observance and Spirit of YHWH
IV. PRAYER and meditation is the life breath of Spirituality and faith, the concrete expression
and aspiration. The exercise of prayer and meditation brings YHWH and the Ruwah Qodesh
nearer to our lives in fellowship and relationship
Rabi-Kohan Shalomim Y. HaLahawi

